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Diy led light room decor

Jump to main contentHome Skills Electrical Family HandymanThe price of LED bulbs has fallen to the point where it finally makes sense to replace fluorescent bulbs in your workshop and other rooms with LED lights. These bulbs consume about half the energy of old T12 bulbs and about 30 percent less than even the most efficient T8 or T5 bulbs. Switching
to LEDs will save money on electricity and eliminate the hassle of recycling fluorescent bulbs and replacing expensive ballasts. LED bulbs also offer other advantages. They last twice as long as fluorescent bulbs. They operate in temperatures up to less than 4 degrees or even lower. And they focus light on a 160-degree downward pattern (was 360
degrees), so you get a brighter workspace. For DIY experts at The Family Handyman MagazineYou you may also like: TBDThree ChoicesFamily HandymanYou can three options when getting in the LED store cart. Prices below assume 48-inch bulbs and two-bulb accessories. Buy replacement ballast compatible bulbs for about $15 each. Open the
appliance and locate the ballast model number. Then look for compatible bulbs on the LED bulb manufacturer's website. The downside of this approach is that you still trust an old ballast that will eventually fail. And a ballast costs $15 to $35 to replace. Buy completely new replacement LED accessories. Cheaper LED accessories cost less than $40, including
light bulbs. They are easy to exchange if yours are suspended by chains, not so easy if they are permanently mounted and wired. The advantage: You'll never have to replace ballasts. If you have plenty of fluorescent accessories or accessories that are permanently wired, consider converting them to use LED bulbs without direct ballast/cable. Wired LED
store lights cost around $15 each. (If you have plenty of lights, you can buy it in bulk to reduce the price to $10 per bulb.) These bulbs do not need a ballast because the power cords are connected directly to two of the appliance sockets. The advantage of this option is that you'll never have to worry about replacing ballasts. It will reuse your existing
accessories and the conversion is simple. Buy LED lights and SocketsFamily Handyman Before connecting or shopping in the center of the house, make sure you know what type of bulbs you have (T5, T8 or T12). Buy bulbs that are labeled as no ballast/direct cable (see Before you buy, below). You may need a new shot without perforation for each new
bulb. Some LED bulb manufacturers include a plug with each bulb, but as there are almost 10 sizes and styles of socket, the sockets may not fit your accessory. Since most household centers do not stock all different types, you can contact the bulb manufacturer or buy the right one online. Double-check the socket setting before starting the conversion.
Never try to modify a plug to fit your accessory! Before buyingDecicide if you want a clear or diffuse lens. Choose a clear lens if the accessory is directly over your work area a diffuse lens to illuminate large areas. Check the label information of your current bulbs to find their color temperature. If you're happy with the color, buy it again. If not, choose a color
based on the room and task. Then check the packaging before buying to make sure the label says the bulbs are ballast-free or direct cable to indicate that the bulbs are designed to work without a ballast. Finally, check the brightness level of the bulb to make sure it provides the same lighting as fluorescents, if not better. In comparison, fluorescent bulbs
typically provide 2,000 to 3,000 lumens. Convert your FixtureFamily HandymanLight direct wire/weight free LED bulbs gets energy from one end and use the socket at the opposite end just to hold the bulb in place. Start by unplugging the appliance or turning off the circuit breaker if it is wired. The following photos show the rest of the conversion steps. Leave
the old ballast in the appliance or recycle, do not put it in the trash. Remove the cover/reflector. Then remove the cover housing from the end of one end of the accessory and cut the cables into the sockets. Remove and dispose of old plugs. Connect the plugs. Insert a new 18-gauge black-and-white solid copper cable into each new socket. If you don't have
an 18-gauge cable handy, you can reuse existing cables from your old ballast. Be sure to label the neutral cable of each socket by wrapping each end with white electrical tape. Connect the socket cables. Using a turn connector, connect the neutral cables from each new outlet to the white cable from the home cable or wiring. Then connect the hot cables
from each new outlet to the black cable from the home cable or wiring using another turn connector. Reinstall the end cover and reflector/cover. Label the sockets powered by a marker and install the LED bulbs. Apply the warning label supplied on the appliance so that future users know that the accessory has been converted to use direct/ballastless wire
bulbs. Turn on the power and test the bulbs. Recycle fluorescent bulbs. Can you use your old plugs? The answer is probably not. Most older fluorescent accessories have deviated sockets, which means that the internal contacts are connected to a copper bypass belt. If you connect hot, neutral cables to a deviated socket, it will create a dead short circuit and
possibly damage the new LED bulb. You can determine what type is on your device with a continuity tester. Turn off the power to the appliance and disconnect the cables that go to each outlet. Sound through the copper contacts on each socket. Yes a continuity read, sockets are avoided and replaced with non-deviated units. Here I made my own t10 LED
light. are used on car boards, headlights, etc. yes, they can be purchased. But it had all the parts and the total cost of 50ct per LED lamp. parts for 1 t10:2x plcc2 LEDs1x 420 ohms resistance I used 560ohm.2x small pieces of pcb1x small piece of copper wire.tools:weld iron wire cutter40/60 solder40/60 your std t10 and cut your pcb to measure. Cut a small
piece for the top.solder the 2 plcc2 LEDs in series. Add the copper cable to one side and weld it to the longest part. You need this for the force. Do the same to tge another side with its resistance. Add some hot glue for more strength. Add a little more welding to the bottom of the long pcb for the contact points. try your freshly made t10. And box them in
whatever you want. The total cost to me was about 0.50 ct for 1 by David Sandoval Light emitting diodes (or LEDs) are electronic devices that emit light when a voltage differential is applied through the cables. Because LEDs emit very little heat when illuminated, LEDs use less energy than a similar luminosity incandescent bulb. LEDs last longer than
incandescent bulbs and are used in applications where incandescent bulbs were the norm, such as flashlights and home lamps. To create an LED light (such as a flashlight or indicator light), you need at least four elements: an electrical switch, an LED, a DC power supply, and a power conductive bus. The electrical switch is necessary to close the circuit to
turn on the LED light and to open the circuit to turn off the light. A simple yet reliable switching mechanism is the single-pole, one-shot switch (SPST). Such a switch has two positions: on and off. Since the switch only has two terminals, an input terminal and an output terminal, wiring the switch as a circuit breaker is easy to do. When searching for an LED,
choose one that is able to handle the voltage output of the power supply. If too much voltage is applied, the LED will glow brightly for a few seconds and fail quickly. If a 12V power supply is chosen to power the LED, choose an LED that has a rating of at least 12V, such as the Sunbrite SSP-4SE103S12G LED. The power supply must be a battery or a
regulated direct current (DC) power supply. If the voltage and current coming from the power supply are not consistent, the LED may not receive enough power and may not light up. If the power supply is prone to power surges, the LED may be damaged by an overvoltage condition. Electrical wiring is a common means of establishing a power bus between a
power supply and electrical components. Choose the electrical wiring that is able to handle the voltage and current needs of the electrical circuit. A cable that is too thin will not be able to carry enough electrical current through the circuit. To simplify circuit manufacturing, the following tools and connectors are needed: electric pliers, welding and electric vinyl
tape. Cut a piece of wire, and pull each end of 1/2 inch of insulation. Since light-emitting diodes are polarized devices, the LED aode connection must always be connected to the positive (or higher voltage) connection, and the LED cathode cable must always be connected to the negative (or lower voltage) connection. Connect the positive power terminal
cable to aodo, and weld the wire to the aodo. For Sunbrite's SSP-4SE103S12G SSP-4SE103S12G LED, this connection is the lower metal bump. Cut a second wire length and cut each end of 1 inch of insulation. Connect the cable to the LED cathode (which is the screw connection on the Sunbrite SSP-4SE103S12G LED) and weld the connection. Connect
the other end of the cable to the input terminal of the switch and weld the connection. Cut a third wire length, and pull it 1/2 inch of insulation at each end. Connect one end of this cable to the output terminal of the switch and weld the connection. Connect the other end to the negative power terminal. Terminal.
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